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Where does EMOTION come from?
EMOTIONS need to be EXPRESSED
to preserve
healthy functioning and well-being
•
•

•

Emotions are supposed to rise-up and flow
through our children.
Their existence is not a problem, although
the way they are expressed may be the
cause of problems.
Emotions need to flow, for children to grow.

BRAIN’S ALARM SYSTEM:
Mediated by the LIMBIC SYSTEM
Amygdala registers the threat (like a smoke detector)
Hypothalamus orchestrates the response (it links the nervous
system to the endocrine system via the pituitary gland)
Which triggers the SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM

Preschoolers are intense, with BIG primal
emotions, exactly as nature has intended!
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Emotions need to be expressed BUT…

What happens when
emotions are
suppressed?
1.

Expression is often MESSY & NOISY, CHAOTIC & UNACCEPT
ABLE, ALIENATING & WOUNDING

2.

It can threaten a child’s RELATIONSHIPS.

3.

So, the brain can suppress or depress emotion to protect its
attachments especially if emotional expression is considered to
be “unacceptable”.

FRUSTRATION
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How can we help children express their emotions?
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Tier III:
Highly Challenging Students
DESIRE
TO HURT

VENTING /
RELEASE

~5%

FEW

EMOTIONS ROOM

Tier II:
Challenging
Students

~15%

SOME

Tier I:
School wide

PLAY OUT EMOTIONS

PLAY AS RELEASE

~80% of Students

RESPONSIBLE SHARING

ADAPTATION

PYRAMID OF INTERVENTIONS

TIER 1

Emotions at Play

GROUP RELEASE ACTIVITIES

Providing a venue for emotional expression
Set the Stage:
• Activities can run smoothly, and
students are more inclined to
follow your lead if you:
– Collect them before
beginning the activity
Name the cues that will
announce the beginning
and end , as this will help
them transition in and out
more smoothly
– Join in, build a culture of
enjoyment! This will
encourage them to join in
and follow your lead more
readily
–
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FRUSTRATION
MONSTER
• Remember a time when
you felt really frustrated
• Imagine that your
frustration was a
monster
• Draw the monster…is it
big? Is it bright? What
color(s) is it?
• This is not meant to be
a nice & neat drawing –
leave room for lots of
expression!
Hannah Beach

TIER 1
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SQUEEZE AWAY
• Free style water-color
painting
• Banner paper
• Spray bottle for each
student
• Paint & water
• Can be done to music
• Can be done on snow
in the winter!!

Drumming

TIER 1

•

Have everyone sit in a circle and
hold their drums.

•

You are in the centre of the circle
and are the “conductor” of the
drumming experience

•

You set the tempo and speed for
the drumming. Slowly, quickly, .....
very very quickly! Alternate speeds
and modify the tempo up and
down while your students follow
you.
Every once in a while, you can
even freeze your hands so that the
students know to stop drumming.
. . and then start waving your
hands suddenly and quickly!

•

Hannah Beach

Emotions Room

A PLACE TO LET
IT ALL OUT UNTIL
THE TEARS CAN
FLOW

Hannah Beach

EMOTIONS ROOM SUPPLIES: Different kinds of expression
1. Throwing:
a) Stuffed animals/puppets
b) Soft balls
c) Velcro balls
d) Magic mitt
2. Kicking/stomping:
a) Gym mats
b) Bubble wrap

4. Other:
a) White Board for scribbling
b) Paper/thick cardboard for
ripping

3. Hitting:
a) Pillows
b) Pool noodles
c) Balloons
d) Punching bag
e) Exercise ball
TO HELP THE TEARS TO FLOW
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Play and emotional well-being
• When children are “stirred up” emotionally,
their PLAY can reflect themes they are
struggling with.
• PLAY is how they naturally make sense of
all the emotions they are experiencing.
• In PLAY, pictures are drawn, structures are
made, and games are engaged in to
ALLOW EMOTIONS TO COME OUT in a way
that feels “safer”.
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Taking frustration into play
Playing out the impulses to make things work

•
•
•
•

Constructing and crafts
Building – LEGO, blocks, mazes, etc.
Making things perfect – puzzles
Organizing & orchestrating

What about ‘rough’ play?
Should we allow it?
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Taking frustration into play
Playing out the impulses to ATTACK or DESTROY

• Destroying and demolishing
• Hitting and throwing
• Kicking & screaming
• War games, attacking games
• Play fighting
• reduces levels of frustration
• decreases aggression and violence in real life

Difference between violence and symbolic play

Are there benefits?

• Use of props – a character, plays a role,
dress-up, change in voice & demeanor
• Start/finish to the play
• Cue the ‘play time’ with music
beginning, when it stops the game
stops

How do we keep it safe?

When do we ‘put the breaks on?’

Guns, swords and other weapons
Developmentally, preschoolers have not yet grown the
integrative capacity to form intentions with the objects
they manipulate.
Items used in
PLAY

• Make a big space available (preferably out
side) for this type of physical play – removing
this from the classroom helps to shift the
brain from ‘real and not real.’
• Sets the parameters for ‘safe’
expression
• There needs to be rules – it’s NOT ‘free’
play
• There needs to be active supervision

vs

Setting parameters
Phase 1 : Adult leads
Set-up for success – CLEAR, EXPLICIT, MODEL
Use targeted games to set the stage
– Red light, green light

How these items are

– Simon Says
Phase 2 : Adult is scripting appropriate behaviors

perceived in ‘real’ life

Games in one direction
– Obstacle courses
– Tobogganing
– Target throwing on the wall
Safety is mapped out
– Turn taking
– Following cues for beginning/end of game
Phase 3: Other games are permitted when
parameters are well integrated:
– Fencing with pool noodles
– Pool noodle tag
– Tag games
– Ball sharing games
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NOTE: Games in the
‘rough & tumble’
category can be
allowed when
students understand
and respond to the
adult cues for
beginning & stopping
a game. A clear signal
needs to be provided
to maintain safety, ex.
Double-whistle blow.
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Our role as adults

Information to relay to parents
• Inform parents of the rules and parameters being
taught and coached with the students.

CEBM
website
www.cebm.ca

• School is a ‘terrain’ to practice and learn ‘hands on’
whether they are doing crafts, building structures or
playing out their emotions.
• Children can get hurt doing all kinds of things….not
necessarily because of ‘rough play.’
• Help parents understand that ‘rough’ symbolic play,
when well orchestrated and supervised is not violence.

CEBM
website
www.cebmmember.ca
Password: CEBMmembers
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